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Combinations of splice sites produce diverse protein isoforms.
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The proteoform hypothesis

~100K 
isoforms

~1 million 
proteoforms

Smith & Kelleher Nat Methods 2013
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Splicing regulation and disease

•splicing is pervasive, inherent to encoded products of the genome

•splicing is dysregulated in many diseases, including cancer 
•estimates of 50% all disease variants affect splicing 
•splice-modulating therapies (e.g. antisense oligos)

•splicing is highly regulated in space and time 
•high tissue- and developmental- specificity 
•“splice code”

Wang et al Nature Review Genetics (2007), 
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Isoforms and functional divergence

In vivo  
functions 

Identical “Isoforms”

Different “Alloforms”

Opposite “Antiforms”



Examples of functionally divergent isoforms

Christofk et al Nature 2008

Alloforms

Schwerk et al Mol Cell 2005 

Antiforms

Bcl-X pro-apoptotic
Bcl-X anti-apoptotic



Divergent functional capabilities 

described in literature

Kelemen et al Gene 2013

Physical interactions 

Cellular localization 

Enzymatic activities 

Stability 

….. 

Isoforms for a  
few hundred genes

Physical interactions 

Cellular localization 

Enzymatic activities 

Stability 

….. 



See Rolland et al Cell 2014

Sociological biases in literature

Publication

Isoforms

Alloforms

Antiforms
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-
Issues with making general conclusions from literature: 

-confirmation bias (sampling not random) 
-experimental approaches for characterization heterogenous 

-isoform identity unknown



Physical interactions 

Enzymatic activities 

Cellular localization 

Stability 
….. 

Systematic identification 
of large numbers of  

isoform pairs 
 for large numbers  
of human genes

Unbiased functional profiling

How widespread is isoform functional divergence 
in the whole proteome?



Landscape of protein isoform functional divergence

Divergence

Large numbers of pairs of isoforms encoded by common genes

Mostly
isoforms

Mostly
alloforms



Physical interactions 

Enzymatic activities 

Cellular localization 

Stability 
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Systematic identification 
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of human genes

Unbiased functional profiling

How widespread is isoform functional divergence 
in the whole proteome?



RNA sequencing data has been the primary means to 
characterize isoforms

ESTs

454 
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transcript assembly

transcript reconstruction

NGS (RNA-Seq) data can reveal the presence of exons and 
junctions, but fails to accurately reconstruct full-length isoforms. 

 
    

Transcriptome reconstruction—akin to reassembling magazine 
articles after they have been through a paper shredder.Korf Nature Methods 2013

ANALYSIS
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We evaluated 25 protocol variants of 14 independent 
computational methods for exon identification, transcript 
reconstruction and expression-level quantification from  
RNA-seq data. Our results show that most algorithms are able 
to identify discrete transcript components with high success 
rates but that assembly of complete isoform structures poses 
a major challenge even when all constituent elements are 
identified. Expression-level estimates also varied widely 
across methods, even when based on similar transcript models. 
Consequently, the complexity of higher eukaryotic genomes 
imposes severe limitations on transcript recall and splice 
product discrimination that are likely to remain limiting  
factors for the analysis of current-generation RNA-seq data.

High-throughput sequencing instruments necessitate a shotgun 
approach for all but the shortest target molecules. Full-length 
representation of most cellular RNAs from sequencing data 
requires computational reconstruction of transcript structures. 
The majority of such programs infer transcript models from the 
accumulation of read alignments to the genome1–4; some take 
the alternative approach of de novo reconstruction, in which  
contiguous transcript sequences are assembled without the use 
of a reference genome5–7.

Here we present a detailed evaluation of computational  
methods for transcript reconstruction and quantification from 
RNA-seq data, in a framework based on the Encyclopedia of DNA 
Elements (ENCODE) Genome Annotation Assessment Project 
(EGASP)8. Developers of leading software programs were invited 
to participate in a consortium effort, the RNA-seq Genome 
Annotation Assessment Project (RGASP), to benchmark methods 
to predict and quantify expressed transcripts from RNA-seq data. 
Results were evaluated from methods based on genome align-
ments (Augustus9, Cufflinks3, Exonerate10, GSTRUCT, iReckon2, 
mGene11, mTim, NextGeneid12, SLIDE4, Transomics, Trembly 
and Tromer13) as well as de novo assembly (Oases5 and Velvet14). 
Our results identify aspects of RNA-seq analysis in which current 

approaches are relatively adept, along with more challenging areas 
for future improvement.

RESULTS
We evaluated a total of 25 transcript reconstruction protocols, 
basing our analysis on alternate parameter usage of 14 software 
packages on RNA-seq data sets for three species (Supplementary 
Fig. 1, Supplementary Table 1 and Supplementary Note). 
Programs were run by the original developers, with the excep-
tion of Cufflinks, iReckon and SLIDE. So that we could assess 
the ability of each method to interpret transcript expression from 
RNA-seq data without prior knowledge of gene content, pro-
grams were run without genome annotation, aside from iReckon 
and SLIDE, which require such information. Performance was 
benchmarked relative to the subset of annotated exons to which  
RNA-seq reads mapped (coverage of 1 read pair per 100 bp) and 
their corresponding transcripts (Online Methods).

Identification of annotated features
We first assessed the degree to which gene components 
reported by each algorithm matched the reference annota-
tion at the nucleotide level. From the Caenorhabditis elegans 
data, the methods Augustus, mGene and Transomics displayed 
excellent performance in detecting exonic bases but also 
reported the expression of substantial proportions of genomic 
sequence outside of reference exons (Fig. 1 and Supplementary  
Table 2). Recall (sensitivity) was generally lower for Drosophila  
melanogaster, although most protocols exceeded 75% for both 
model organisms. Performance decreased for Homo sapiens 
data, for which trade-offs between precision and recall were 
more apparent. SLIDE and iReckon must be provided with gene 
annotation and therefore outperformed most other methods. 
Even so, iReckon attained low precision at the nucleotide level, 
primarily owing to the prediction of transcript isoforms with 
retained introns. Augustus, Exonerate, GSTRUCT, NextGeneid, 
Trembly and Velvet attained both precision and recall above 

Assessment of transcript reconstruction methods  
for RNA-seq
Tamara Steijger1, Josep F Abril2,11, Pär G Engström1,10,11, Felix Kokocinski3,11, The RGASP Consortium4,  
Tim J Hubbard3, Roderic Guigó5,6, Jennifer Harrow3 & Paul Bertone1,7–9

1European Molecular Biology Laboratory, European Bioinformatics Institute, Cambridge, UK. 2Departament de Genètica, Facultat de Biologia, Universitat de Barcelona, 
Barcelona, Spain. 3Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute, Cambridge, UK. 4Full lists of members and affiliations appear at the end of the paper. 5Centre for Genomic Regulation, 
Barcelona, Spain. 6Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona, Spain. 7Genome Biology Unit, European Molecular Biology Laboratory, Heidelberg, Germany. 8Developmental 
Biology Unit, European Molecular Biology Laboratory, Heidelberg, Germany. 9Wellcome Trust–Medical Research Council Cambridge Stem Cell Institute, University 
of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK. 10Present address: Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics, Science for Life Laboratory, Stockholm University, Stockholm, Sweden. 
11These authors contributed equally to this work. Correspondence should be addressed to P.B. (bertone@ebi.ac.uk). 
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Steijger et al Nature Methods 2013

- 14 reconstruction/assembly methods 
evaluated 

- high method variability 
- poor performance on simulated data

NATURE METHODS | VOL.10 NO.12 | DECEMBER 2013 | 1181

ANALYSIS

to be short isoforms comprising 2–3 exons on average and thus 
represent a more tractable subset of the transcriptome.

Provision of transcript start and end sites gave iReckon an 
advantage for the more complex human transcriptome, as 

 evidenced by increased accuracy in assembling partial transcripts. 
In contrast, SLIDE consults exon coordinates but ignores their 
connectivity, performing at a level similar to methods without any 
prior transcript-level information. Reported transcript structures 
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Figure 6 | Examples of transcript calls and expression-level estimates. (a) The upper tracks show RNA-seq read coverage (from STAR alignments;  
see Online Methods) and annotated genes. Exon predictions from the ten methods that quantified transcripts are illustrated below the annotated gene 
by colored boxes. Exons predicted to belong to the same transcript isoform are connected. Original and median-scaled RPKM values are presented to the 
right and left, respectively, of the transcript models. For the gene RPF2, all methods reported different isoforms and expression levels. Where multiple 
overlapping isoforms were identified, that with the higher RPKM was selected for visualization, and spliced isoforms were prioritized over unspliced  
ones. The noncoding RNA U6 is not expressed. (b) Heat maps illustrate pairwise agreement between reported transcript isoforms for H. sapiens (left),  
D. melanogaster (center) and C. elegans (right). (c) Correlation between reported RPKM values and NanoString counts (Pearson r of log-transformed 
values). NanoString counts were compared to the highest RPKM value reported for transcript isoforms consistent with the probe design (correlation rc) or 
for any isoform from the locus (correlation ra).



PacBio 
detection: fluorescence

PacBio® RS II Trace 

SMRT® Cells Zero-Mode 
Waveguides 

Phospholinked 
Nucleotides 

Eid et al. Science (2009)

Iso-Seq enables direct sequencing of full-length isoforms and 
thus characterize transcriptome complexity

 
    

Transcriptome reconstruction—akin to reassembling magazine 
articles after they have been through a paper shredder.
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UTRs CDS’

Given a base mRNA sequence from Iso-Seq, one can predict open 
reading frames or “ORFs” 

These become candidate protein isoforms for downstream functional 
analysis

Gene:SSRP1, Strand: - chr11:57335895-57327743

Gencode-annotated isoforms

Isoform in ORFeome collection

PacBio de novo,

full-length sequences

brain

heart

liver



Figure from Tim Mercer (Capture-Seq)

Wide dynamic range of human transcriptomes Limited knowledge of isoform complexity 
for low-abundance transcripts

IL = Illumina data 
PB = PacBio data

The challenge of detecting low abundance isoforms



generate probes 
biotin-spiked PCR 
fragmentation

Iso-Seq 
full-length sequencing and 

isoform discovery

We developed a new method to generate probes en masse for use in 
hybridization-based target capture: 

 “ORF frag capture” + Iso-Seq

*The ORFeome Collaboration Nature Methods (2016)
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 “ORF frag capture” + Iso-Seq enables of high sensitivity discovery of full-
length isoforms
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“ORF frag-based” probe capture, sequencing, and discovery of full-length 
isoforms

target: ZNF302
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ORF-Seq: 
Systematic full-length isoform sequencing and cloning



Isoform discovery by
targeted cloning, ‘deep-
well’ pooling and parallel
sequencing
Kourosh Salehi-Ashtiani1,2,5, Xinping Yang1,2,5,
Adnan Derti1,3,5, Weidong Tian1,3,5, Tong Hao1,2,5,
Chenwei Lin1,2, Kathryn Makowski4, Lei Shen4,
Ryan R Murray1,2, David Szeto1,2, Nadeem Tusneem4,
Douglas R Smith4, Michael E Cusick1,2, David E Hill1,2,
Frederick P Roth1,3 & Marc Vidal1,2

Describing the ‘ORFeome’ of an organism, including all major
isoforms, is essential for a system-level understanding of
any species; however, conventional cloning and sequencing
approaches are prohibitively costly and labor-intensive. We
describe a potentially genome-wide methodology for efficiently
capturing new coding isoforms using reverse transcriptase (RT)-
PCR recombinational cloning, ‘deep-well’ pooling and a next-
generation sequencing platform. This ORFeome discovery
pipeline will be applicable to any eukaryotic species with
a sequenced genome.

Experimental definition of the complete set of protein-coding
transcript sequences (‘ORFeome’) is fundamental for complete
understanding of any organism, but this has not been achieved to
date for any metazoan. Adding to the uncertainty, many eukaryotic
genes exhibit alternative splicing, leading to a diversity of
open reading frames (ORFs) encoded by a single gene. Currently,
B74% of human genes and B13% of Caenorhabditis elegans genes
are predicted to undergo alternative splicing1,2. Expansion of the

‘isoform space’ in more complex organisms may partly explain the
paradoxical lack of correlation between organismal complexity and
gene number, and underscores the need to efficiently and compre-
hensively capture the full ORFeome. Historically, determination of
intron-exon boundaries in eukaryotes has been addressed mainly
by large-scale sequencing of random cDNAs (expressed sequence
tags; ESTs) followed by alignment to a reference genomic DNA
sequence. Although EST collections are extremely helpful, the
human isoform space remains underexplored. A targeted cloning
and full-length sequencing strategy could provide the desired
information but is impractically resource-intensive.

Next-generation parallel sequencing technologies, such as the
Roche 454 FLX, offer the prospect of sequencing at a much faster
pace and lower cost than conventional Sanger sequencing–based
capillary platforms3. Most applications described so far have entailed
resequencing of megabase-scale genomic DNA fragments4–7 or of
small sequence tags8–11. A disadvantage of the latter approach is that
cis connectivity is lost between the reads; therefore, although the
reads can be assembled into contigs, mRNAs cannot be assembled
unambiguously when splice variants are involved. Sequencing of
kilobase-scale DNA fragments from complex pools in which frag-
ments have heterogeneous abundance has not yet been tested, nor
has correct assembly of hundreds to thousands of full-length cDNAs
in parallel from a complex mixture been proven feasible.

Previous and ongoing full-length cDNA isolation projects aim to
discover one isoform per gene, without attempting to investigate
the depth of ‘isoform space’. Here we describe and demonstrate the

ORFeome
primer pairs

ORFeome
minipool arrays Single colony

isolates

‘Deep wells’ of 
pooled ORFs

Annotation of new
ORF isoforms 

454

RT-PCR and Gateway cloning 

PCR products
(one well) 

Minipool

RT-PCR
Gateway
cloning 

5′ primer 

3′ primer 

Deep-well
sequencing

Alignment and
assembly

Figure 1 | The isoform discovery pipeline. First, ORFs are captured in RT-PCR
experiments, cloned and transformed into Escherichia coli. Minipools of
transformants for each gene may contain different isoforms. Second, deep-
well pools are constructed by pooling the PCR-amplified ORF sequence from
one transformant for each of many genes. This method of pooling ensures
normalization of ORFs and avoids concurrent sequencing of multiple isoforms.
Third, parallel sequencing is carried out separately on each deep well. The
obtained reads are assembled using an SBA algorithm. Resulting ORF contigs
are filtered for the presence of noncanonical splice acceptor/receptor sites
and prior presence in sequence databases to identify unique ‘novel’ isoforms.
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Describing the ‘ORFeome’ of an organism, including all major
isoforms, is essential for a system-level understanding of
any species; however, conventional cloning and sequencing
approaches are prohibitively costly and labor-intensive. We
describe a potentially genome-wide methodology for efficiently
capturing new coding isoforms using reverse transcriptase (RT)-
PCR recombinational cloning, ‘deep-well’ pooling and a next-
generation sequencing platform. This ORFeome discovery
pipeline will be applicable to any eukaryotic species with
a sequenced genome.

Experimental definition of the complete set of protein-coding
transcript sequences (‘ORFeome’) is fundamental for complete
understanding of any organism, but this has not been achieved to
date for any metazoan. Adding to the uncertainty, many eukaryotic
genes exhibit alternative splicing, leading to a diversity of
open reading frames (ORFs) encoded by a single gene. Currently,
B74% of human genes and B13% of Caenorhabditis elegans genes
are predicted to undergo alternative splicing1,2. Expansion of the

‘isoform space’ in more complex organisms may partly explain the
paradoxical lack of correlation between organismal complexity and
gene number, and underscores the need to efficiently and compre-
hensively capture the full ORFeome. Historically, determination of
intron-exon boundaries in eukaryotes has been addressed mainly
by large-scale sequencing of random cDNAs (expressed sequence
tags; ESTs) followed by alignment to a reference genomic DNA
sequence. Although EST collections are extremely helpful, the
human isoform space remains underexplored. A targeted cloning
and full-length sequencing strategy could provide the desired
information but is impractically resource-intensive.

Next-generation parallel sequencing technologies, such as the
Roche 454 FLX, offer the prospect of sequencing at a much faster
pace and lower cost than conventional Sanger sequencing–based
capillary platforms3. Most applications described so far have entailed
resequencing of megabase-scale genomic DNA fragments4–7 or of
small sequence tags8–11. A disadvantage of the latter approach is that
cis connectivity is lost between the reads; therefore, although the
reads can be assembled into contigs, mRNAs cannot be assembled
unambiguously when splice variants are involved. Sequencing of
kilobase-scale DNA fragments from complex pools in which frag-
ments have heterogeneous abundance has not yet been tested, nor
has correct assembly of hundreds to thousands of full-length cDNAs
in parallel from a complex mixture been proven feasible.

Previous and ongoing full-length cDNA isolation projects aim to
discover one isoform per gene, without attempting to investigate
the depth of ‘isoform space’. Here we describe and demonstrate the
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Figure 1 | The isoform discovery pipeline. First, ORFs are captured in RT-PCR
experiments, cloned and transformed into Escherichia coli. Minipools of
transformants for each gene may contain different isoforms. Second, deep-
well pools are constructed by pooling the PCR-amplified ORF sequence from
one transformant for each of many genes. This method of pooling ensures
normalization of ORFs and avoids concurrent sequencing of multiple isoforms.
Third, parallel sequencing is carried out separately on each deep well. The
obtained reads are assembled using an SBA algorithm. Resulting ORF contigs
are filtered for the presence of noncanonical splice acceptor/receptor sites
and prior presence in sequence databases to identify unique ‘novel’ isoforms.
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Describing the ‘ORFeome’ of an organism, including all major
isoforms, is essential for a system-level understanding of
any species; however, conventional cloning and sequencing
approaches are prohibitively costly and labor-intensive. We
describe a potentially genome-wide methodology for efficiently
capturing new coding isoforms using reverse transcriptase (RT)-
PCR recombinational cloning, ‘deep-well’ pooling and a next-
generation sequencing platform. This ORFeome discovery
pipeline will be applicable to any eukaryotic species with
a sequenced genome.

Experimental definition of the complete set of protein-coding
transcript sequences (‘ORFeome’) is fundamental for complete
understanding of any organism, but this has not been achieved to
date for any metazoan. Adding to the uncertainty, many eukaryotic
genes exhibit alternative splicing, leading to a diversity of
open reading frames (ORFs) encoded by a single gene. Currently,
B74% of human genes and B13% of Caenorhabditis elegans genes
are predicted to undergo alternative splicing1,2. Expansion of the

‘isoform space’ in more complex organisms may partly explain the
paradoxical lack of correlation between organismal complexity and
gene number, and underscores the need to efficiently and compre-
hensively capture the full ORFeome. Historically, determination of
intron-exon boundaries in eukaryotes has been addressed mainly
by large-scale sequencing of random cDNAs (expressed sequence
tags; ESTs) followed by alignment to a reference genomic DNA
sequence. Although EST collections are extremely helpful, the
human isoform space remains underexplored. A targeted cloning
and full-length sequencing strategy could provide the desired
information but is impractically resource-intensive.

Next-generation parallel sequencing technologies, such as the
Roche 454 FLX, offer the prospect of sequencing at a much faster
pace and lower cost than conventional Sanger sequencing–based
capillary platforms3. Most applications described so far have entailed
resequencing of megabase-scale genomic DNA fragments4–7 or of
small sequence tags8–11. A disadvantage of the latter approach is that
cis connectivity is lost between the reads; therefore, although the
reads can be assembled into contigs, mRNAs cannot be assembled
unambiguously when splice variants are involved. Sequencing of
kilobase-scale DNA fragments from complex pools in which frag-
ments have heterogeneous abundance has not yet been tested, nor
has correct assembly of hundreds to thousands of full-length cDNAs
in parallel from a complex mixture been proven feasible.

Previous and ongoing full-length cDNA isolation projects aim to
discover one isoform per gene, without attempting to investigate
the depth of ‘isoform space’. Here we describe and demonstrate the
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Figure 1 | The isoform discovery pipeline. First, ORFs are captured in RT-PCR
experiments, cloned and transformed into Escherichia coli. Minipools of
transformants for each gene may contain different isoforms. Second, deep-
well pools are constructed by pooling the PCR-amplified ORF sequence from
one transformant for each of many genes. This method of pooling ensures
normalization of ORFs and avoids concurrent sequencing of multiple isoforms.
Third, parallel sequencing is carried out separately on each deep well. The
obtained reads are assembled using an SBA algorithm. Resulting ORF contigs
are filtered for the presence of noncanonical splice acceptor/receptor sites
and prior presence in sequence databases to identify unique ‘novel’ isoforms.
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any species; however, conventional cloning and sequencing
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describe a potentially genome-wide methodology for efficiently
capturing new coding isoforms using reverse transcriptase (RT)-
PCR recombinational cloning, ‘deep-well’ pooling and a next-
generation sequencing platform. This ORFeome discovery
pipeline will be applicable to any eukaryotic species with
a sequenced genome.

Experimental definition of the complete set of protein-coding
transcript sequences (‘ORFeome’) is fundamental for complete
understanding of any organism, but this has not been achieved to
date for any metazoan. Adding to the uncertainty, many eukaryotic
genes exhibit alternative splicing, leading to a diversity of
open reading frames (ORFs) encoded by a single gene. Currently,
B74% of human genes and B13% of Caenorhabditis elegans genes
are predicted to undergo alternative splicing1,2. Expansion of the

‘isoform space’ in more complex organisms may partly explain the
paradoxical lack of correlation between organismal complexity and
gene number, and underscores the need to efficiently and compre-
hensively capture the full ORFeome. Historically, determination of
intron-exon boundaries in eukaryotes has been addressed mainly
by large-scale sequencing of random cDNAs (expressed sequence
tags; ESTs) followed by alignment to a reference genomic DNA
sequence. Although EST collections are extremely helpful, the
human isoform space remains underexplored. A targeted cloning
and full-length sequencing strategy could provide the desired
information but is impractically resource-intensive.

Next-generation parallel sequencing technologies, such as the
Roche 454 FLX, offer the prospect of sequencing at a much faster
pace and lower cost than conventional Sanger sequencing–based
capillary platforms3. Most applications described so far have entailed
resequencing of megabase-scale genomic DNA fragments4–7 or of
small sequence tags8–11. A disadvantage of the latter approach is that
cis connectivity is lost between the reads; therefore, although the
reads can be assembled into contigs, mRNAs cannot be assembled
unambiguously when splice variants are involved. Sequencing of
kilobase-scale DNA fragments from complex pools in which frag-
ments have heterogeneous abundance has not yet been tested, nor
has correct assembly of hundreds to thousands of full-length cDNAs
in parallel from a complex mixture been proven feasible.

Previous and ongoing full-length cDNA isolation projects aim to
discover one isoform per gene, without attempting to investigate
the depth of ‘isoform space’. Here we describe and demonstrate the
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Figure 1 | The isoform discovery pipeline. First, ORFs are captured in RT-PCR
experiments, cloned and transformed into Escherichia coli. Minipools of
transformants for each gene may contain different isoforms. Second, deep-
well pools are constructed by pooling the PCR-amplified ORF sequence from
one transformant for each of many genes. This method of pooling ensures
normalization of ORFs and avoids concurrent sequencing of multiple isoforms.
Third, parallel sequencing is carried out separately on each deep well. The
obtained reads are assembled using an SBA algorithm. Resulting ORF contigs
are filtered for the presence of noncanonical splice acceptor/receptor sites
and prior presence in sequence databases to identify unique ‘novel’ isoforms.
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Integration of ORF-Seq with third generation sequencing technologies
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Multi-parameter comparative profiling of isoforms
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DISCUSSION

In this systematic characterization of mutations across various
human Mendelian disorders, we have found surprisingly wide-

spread disease-specific perturbations of macromolecular inter-
actions. Approximately 60% of disease-associated missense
mutations perturb PPIs, among which half result in complete
loss of interactions, generally caused by protein misfolding and

(C) Most perturbed partners of TPM3 are expressed in the disease-relevant tissue.

(D) Edgetic mutations in EFHC1 perturb epilepsy-related protein partners.

(E) Correlation between the fraction of PPI perturbation and age of onset for mutation pairs causing the same disease. p values by comparing the observed value

to 100,000 random controls (n = 13; Extended Experimental Procedures).

See also Figure S6.
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Figure 7. Integration of Protein-Protein and Protein-DNA Interaction Perturbations
(A) PDI edgotype distribution for disease mutations in 22 TFs that bind to more than one enhancer.

(B) Histogram showing percentage of mutations within and outside DBDs as a function of the percentage of PDI loss. Numbers on x axis indicate bin range. p

values by one-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test.

(C) Percentage of TF mutation pairs that cause different diseases out of all pairs with different or the same PDI edgotype classes (n = 17). Error bars, SE of the

proportion. p values by one-sided Fisher’s exact test.

(D) PPI-PDI integration enables mutation characterization at higher resolution. Percentage of mutations is shown for: PPI and PDI unperturbed; PPI unperturbed

and PDI perturbed; PPI perturbed and PDI unperturbed; and PPI and PDI perturbed in the integrated network.

See also Figure S7.
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(D) PPI-PDI integration enables mutation characterization at higher resolution. Percentage of mutations is shown for: PPI and PDI unperturbed; PPI unperturbed

and PDI perturbed; PPI perturbed and PDI unperturbed; and PPI and PDI perturbed in the integrated network.

See also Figure S7.
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Similar perturbations likely for isoforms

Will conduct screens for differential 
protein-protein and protein-DNA 

interactions for TF isoforms

Variations in TF sequence perturb 
protein and/or DNA interactions
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